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These tracks don't feel like they belong in Mario Kart 8 at all, they look more like tracks out of Mario Kart Wii that got the HD treatment. I rewatched a Moo Moo Meadow comparison video (MKWii vs MK8) earlier which further convinced me about that. When I think of Mario Kart 8 I
think of stuff like Shy Guy Falls. A course in which you drive up a waterfall while you can watch and hear the Shy Guys working in the mines. Anti-gravity may not have changed the gameplay a lot but it certainly added a ton of flavour to the courses. I can't find any of those lovely
details and creativity in the new tracks. They all look so bland and lifeless. Right now I am able to play these tracks with NSO+ but I am not sure I'd be willing to purchase those tracks on their own given the quality, regardless of the relatively low asking price. This is definitely
quantity over quality. As someone who has played Mario Kart 8 on WiiU the long wait for new MK content was exhausting and to get these low quality mobile port courses after all this time definitely feels disappointing... Featured in Super Mario Galaxy is a multiplayer mode
called Co-Star Mode. By simply connecting a second Wii Remote, another player can join in and assist the first player by controlling a second Star Cursor, and in doing so can accomplish a variety of different things, some of which the first player can do, but many of which the first
player cannot do. When Co-Star Mode is active, 1P appears below Player 1's Star Cursor, and 2P appears below Player 2's Star Cursor to help differentiate between them. When Co-Star Mode is not in use, these indicators no longer appear beneath either player's Star Cursors, until
such time as Co-Star Mode becomes active again. The second player can collect Star Bits and fire them at enemies to briefly stun them. When the second Star Cursor is pointed at Mario and is pressed, the second player can make Mario perform a Co-Star Super Jump. Combining
both jump techniques can make Mario jump higher than when only controlled with one controller. This works in midair, but can only be done once before touching a horizontal surface. [13]
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